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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness one of the most shocking tragic Event in the modern history of humankind,
in this most specific respect here, now here thus:
===============

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, with regard to that most shocking tragic Event
that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred (on September 11, 2001),
in this most specific respect now here =30/23)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

QURAN TESTAMENT

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.
41/53

===============

So here are the most essential Verses
in which this most shocking tragic Event in the modern history of humankind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Trade_Center_(19732001)
has thus clearly been foretold by our LORD

ALLAH, even from the very Beginning,

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, now here:

==================
2 "The Giants" (="AlRoum": a specific reference to that most prominent Nation
with regard to its economic & military & scientific & technological etc. capabilities on Earth, in the beginning of
this Final Age now) have been defeated,
3 In a "lower/lowest" part (="adna") of the Land (=i.e. "lower" Manhattan wherein the "Twin Towers"
were located within its "lower/lowest" region therein).
But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters).

4 In a few years (=bidi sineen). ............

********************************************************
*Here we can clearly see the "lower" Manhattan and then the "Tw n Towers" wh ch were located
w th n ts even "lower/lowest" reg on there n:
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Lower+Manhattan,+New+York,+NY/@40.7214894,74.0305092,13z/
data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89c259885419838b:0x2d39c2f6ed6db3c!8m2!3d40.7230084!4d74.0006328
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Lower+Manhattan,+New+York,+NY/World+Trade+Center,+New+York,+NY/
@40.7200861,74.0418534,13z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c259885419838b:0x2d39c2f6ed6db3c!2m2!
1d74.0006328!2d40.7230084!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c25a19881b83fb:0x979b0a4fe0492ce6!2m2!1d74.0131196!2d40.7118011

********************************************************

QURAN TESTAMENT 30/234

==================
This specific term in the above Verse: "few years" (=in Arabic: "bidi sineen") may indicate
any "number of years" between "3" to "10" (=i.e. not less than "3" and not more than "10" years therein);
or/and
any "number of years" between "3" to "9" (=i.e. inclusive of "3" and "9" years specifically therein);
according to most credible traditional/classical Arabic lexicons.
So if go with that first legitimate definition above,
we clearly see that from the occurrence of this most shocking tragic Event on September "2001"
to the defeat of that leading Assaulter, in that particular territory, by that specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum")
above, on May "2011" therein
has thus occurred in a little bit less than "10" years, as precisely indicated in the above Verses (=30/234),
by this specific term (=in Arabic: "bidi sineen") therein (=30/4);
or/and
if go with that second legitimate definition above,
we clearly see that from the establishment of "Homeland Security Department"
by that specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum") above within their borders on November "2002"
(=i.e. according to them, it was the most fundamental and critical step to defend themselves against further
such attacks therein)
to the defeat of that leading Assaulter in that particular territory on May "2011" therein
has thus occurred in a little bit less than "9" years, as precisely indicated in the above Verses (=30/234),
by this specific term (=in Arabic: "bidi sineen") therein (=30/4).

And the fact that this most shocking tragic Event in modern history of humankind
has thus all of a sudden and unfortunately taken place and been clearly witnessed by all Peoples throughout the Globe,
thus specifically in the very first year (=2001) of this Last / Third "Day" (="Milennium":
because One "Day" is equal to One "Thousand Years" in the Sight of our Lord ALLAH =22/47)
is absolutely Noteworthy,
also and especially in this most specific respect that
this Last / Third "Day" (="Milennium")
(=i.e. has started in the year: "2001" ............ will end in the year: "3000")
has been clearly anticipated and also strongly emphasized in QURAN TESTAMENT
as "Yawma AlAkhir" (="TheLast Day" in many Verses,
especially in such most specific respects therein (=2/62 & 2/177 & 5/6869 & ......),
and also in TORAH and GOSPEL before this,
in such most specific respects also therein (=Genesis 49/1 & Deuteronomy 31/29 & John 6/4445 & .......).

And finally, we should absolutely note that
because of this most shocking tragic Event that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred
(on September 11, 2001) above,
consequently, "Twin Towers" have collapsed therein:
the collapse of
the First "Tower"
therein

the collapse of
the Second "Tower"
therein

Month

Day

Year

Month

Day

Year

9

11

2001

9

11

2001

19

=

19

X ...

=

X ...

And we can witness it again,
also in this absolutely Most Remarkable manner, in this respect,
finally, here again, thus:
the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein
Month

Day

Year

9

11

2001

19 19

=

X

X ...

(*We should certa nly note that n th s wellknown and most prom nent Country n the beg nn ng of th s F nal Age now,
where n th s most shock ng trag c Event all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred there n above,
t s off c ally always stated and remembered  n th s spec f c order as: September 11, 2001 = 9 / 11 / 2001
thereby, we have always taken t nto account r ghtfully n th s spec f c order above.)
So now let us see all other most Powerful and clear Evidences
which will again unmistakably show us that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place,
with

HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110

& 31/34)

has thus already clearly foretold in these essential Verses
in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=30/234),
about this most shocking tragic Event that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred
(on September 11, 2001) above,
even from the very Beginning, now here again thus:

continues in the next post
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=30/23),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

30 / Verse No. 23
V

2 ghulibat "alRoum"
3 fiy adna alard; ...........

ﻍﻝﺏﺕ ﺍﻝﺭﻭﻡ
ﻑﻯ ﺍﺩﻥﻯ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ
2 "the Giants" have been defeated
3 in a lower/lowest part of the Land; ...........
total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:

9
=11
=

(*please, absolutely note that

Month:

"9"

Day:

"11" was also the exact Date

when this specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum") have (thus all of a sudden and unexpectedly) been defeated
in that lower/lowest part of the Land,"
as clearly foretold in the above Verses, as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it, in this most specific respect above,
in the previous Page therein =30/234)

total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

1709
=1187
=

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________
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Quote from: Bender on December 03, 2016, 05:55:07 PM

Gender:
I love the drama in your posts
most Essential and exclusive, most specific, exact Date, most shocking tragic Event in modern history of humankind,
clearly anticipated and also strongly emphasized

Salaam/Peace Bender,
how are you doing, dear Friend,
it has been a long time you have said (neither positive nor negative) absolutely "nothing" about my posts.
So I thought you were completely convinced, happy and content with them, in every aspect of it.
So you should absolutely know, my dear Friend, that I really hate the drama
but, inshaALLAH, always straightforwardly, clearly and openly tell the Truth as it is.
So you should reflect on what I say in my posts thoroughly and deeply at least "twice"
before assuming "drama" in/into them.

, please,

And please, never forget that this is not my native language here, first of all;
and please, also never expect the Messenger to be perfect in its delivery (remember Moses here, who could not
talk "eloquently / properly" =43/5152),
and remember Muhammad here, who had no formal education and never talked in "academic / scholarly" language,
at all (=25/41 & 43/31),
but they always talked from the heart and mind and absolutely told the Truth, in their own way/style, as they
perfectly received it from

ALLAH therein).

Quote from: imrankhawaja on December 03, 2016, 11:56:59 PM

its interesting perception it may also hint to smoke prophecy becoz at that time sky was filled with lot of smoke...
so all prophecies are already fullfilled isnt it..

Salaam/Peace Imran,
I strongly believe that this anticipated "Smoke" (="Dukhan")
which is clearly promised in QURAN TESTAMENT here:

===============
10 Therefore, watch for the Day when the sky will bring a profound "Smoke!"
11 It will envelop the people: "This is a painful Retribution!"
12 (They will say therein): "Our LORD, remove the Retribution from us; (for) surely, we are
believers!"
============================
*Whether Jew, or Christian, or Arab, or from any other Nation on Earth now,
the People who would not truly believe in and fully support this long awaited and
anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" in this Final Age now,
are essentially considered "disbelievers" in the sight of

ALLAH

no matter how much they may still assume or claim themselves to be "believers" therein above.
The Reason for this is clearly explained, first of all, in QURAN TESTAMENT, and also in TORAH and GOSPEL before that,
and then also by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), all, here:
A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_idf072.html

============================

13 (But) how shall this "Remembrance" (="Dhikra" : a most specific title/attribute of this

"19" coded, most Superb and matchless "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" here, in the first place: 74/2630, "31")
avail them (at the time of that "Smoke" above =6/158), because definitely,
a clarifying "Messenger" (=i.e. that long awaited and anticipated "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"
mentioned above) had already come to them?
14 But then, they turned away from him and said: He is thus especially,
because of the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now a "taughtone" (by such humans: 16/103),
because of the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now a "possessedone" (by such jinns: 68/51)!
15 We will remove the Retribution (of that

"Smoke" above) for a while; (but) you are surely Reverters.

16 So, (after a while) on the Day We will strike the great Strike (=i.e. regional or global Catastrophes therein),
We will Rightfully inflict (Our Most Equitable and Just Retribution therein =40/456)!

QURAN TESTAMENT 44/1016
================
But the exact Date of this anticipated "Smoke" and the imminent "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter above

ALLAH knows it (=21/109112),
and when it happens HE may absolutely show us HIS "19" coded "Signs" (="Ayaat") on it,
cannot be known by us, only our LORD

clearly and unmistakably, also therein (=21/37 = 41/53 = 74/2630)!

So after completely posting this
absolutely most Essential, critical and important Topic,
and yes, in my opinion, it is also absolutely most shocking tragic Event in modern history of humankind,
but I strongly believe that it will also serve as a most important clear Sign in modern history of Religion,
for the Absolute Awakening and Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Humanity,
(=i.e. first of all, the People of this most specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum") here (=30/234)
and then also all the Peoples of all Nations on Earth
shall enter into The Religion (=i.e. Universal Modern ISLAM =3/8485) of ALLAH
in throngs therein (=110/13), in this Final Age now, here:
"The Giants" (="AlRoum") have been defeated, on September 11, 2001 (=30/234)

So please, (do not make any further comment now) and let me completely post (tomorrow or the next day)
the rest of this most Essential, critical and important Topic,
and present all of other most powerful and clear Evidences, in its entirety, first of all,
then I will give ear to your further comments, my dear brother/friend Bender, Imran, and All.

Remain in peace/salaam.
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And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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All Judgment

All Judgment

shall belong to

shall belong to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

30

2 "the Giants" have been defeated
3 in a lower/lowest part of the Land; .....

ﻍﻝﺏﺕ ﺍﻝﺭﻭﻡ
ﻑﻯ ﺍﺩﻥﻯ ﺍﻝﺍﺭﺽ

V

V

the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein

it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above

Month

Day

Year

Verse

Verse

Chapter

9

11

2001

3

2

30

^

^

^

<

<

<

19

=

x...

and then
again

19

=

and then
again

x...

the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein

it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above

Month

Day

Year

G.Value

G.Value

total
Letters

9

11

2001

1187

1709

20

^

^

^

<

<

<

19

=

19

x...

=

or/and
again

x...

or/and
again

the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein

it has been foretold
in "QURAN TESTAMENT"
above
total
Letters Letters G.Value

Month

Day

Year

9

11

2001

11

9

2896

^

^

^

<

<

<

19

=

19

x...

=

So, we can thus clearly and unmistakably see that our LORD

x...

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place,
with

HIS Superb Knowledge that is absolutely unfathomable by us

=20/110 & 31/34)

has thus already clearly foretold
in these most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=30/23) above,
about this most shocking tragic Event that all of a sudden and unfortunately occurred
(on September 11, 2001),
even from the very Beginning, in such a "Most Notable" & "Most Remarkable" manner,
in QURAN TESTAMENT above.

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53
=
74/30
So let us clearly see now
that our LORD

ALLAH has thus already clearly foretold about

also what would happen after this unexpected defeat, in this respect, of this most specific Nation:
"The Giants" (="AlRoum") above,

in these most specific Chapter/Verse No. therein again (=30/234567),
now here thus:

continues in the next post
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==================

Gender:

1 Alif, Lam, Mim.
2 "The Giants" (="AlRoum": a specific reference to that most prominent Nation
with regard to its economic & military & scientific & technological etc. capabilities on Earth, in the beginning of
this Final Age now) have been defeated,
3 In a "lower/lowest" part (="adna") of the Land (=i.e. "lower" Manhattan wherein the "Twin Towers"
were located within its "lower/lowest" region therein).
But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters).
====================
* "alArd" in arabic may refer to our whole planet as: "theEarth"
in some Verses (=e.g. 3/133 & 12/101 & 13/15 & .........),
and also only to a specific location/region of our whole planet as: "theLand"
in some Verses (=e.g. "theLand" of Israel here = 5/21 & "theLand" of Egypt here = 12/56 & 12/80 & .........),
So in the above Verse, it clearly and unmistakably refers to that specific "theLand" of Manhattan therein in this
most specific context above.

====================
********************************************************
*So, here we can clearly see the "lower" Manhattan and then the "Twin Towers" which were located
within its even "lower/lowest" region therein:
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Lower+Manhattan,+New+York,+NY/@40.7214894,74.0305092,13z/
data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89c259885419838b:0x2d39c2f6ed6db3c!8m2!3d40.7230084!4d74.0006328
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Lower+Manhattan,+New+York,+NY/World+Trade+Center,+New+York,+NY/
@40.7200861,74.0418534,13z/data=!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c259885419838b:0x2d39c2f6ed6db3c!2m2!
1d74.0006328!2d40.7230084!1m5!1m1!1s0x89c25a19881b83fb:0x979b0a4fe0492ce6!2m2!1d74.0131196!2d40.7118011

********************************************************
But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters).
4 In a "few years" (="bidi sineen").

==========
So, exactly just within "ten years" after September 11, 2001,
as clearly and unmistakably predicted in the above Verse,
the leading Assaulter has been defeated by this most specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum")

in that particular territory, exactly on May 1, 2011 therein thus:
in return for
the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein:

the defeat of
the "leading Assaulter"
therein:

Month

Day

Year

Year

Day

Month

9

11

2001

2011

1

5

>

>

>

<

<

<

19 19

=

X

19

X...

=

X...

So, in figurative sense, that "Defeat" which is emphasized in this above Verses: 34,
has thus clearly and unmistakably been foretold by our LORD

19

through that double (=

X

19

ALLAH

19

X...) on the left side against that single (=

X...) on the right side

in this specific respect, above.
*To shed the blood of so many nnocent people, or to advocate t and man pulate others to do so,
us ng the Name of ALLAH, wrongfully and n va n,
s such a gravest S n n the S ght of ALLAH, from the very beg nn ng (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/204206).
But only those who would truly repent and return to ALLAH even just before the very last breath of the r l fe,
n th s manner here (4/1718) may thus st ll be forg ven by HIM due to HIS ImmenseMercy and
Forg veness there n, unto all of Humans: (=QURAN TESTAMENT 4/1718 = 25/6869707172).
==========

But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters).
4 In a "few years" (="bidi sineen").

ALLAH rests "AbsoluteDecision" (=in Arabic: "AlAmr" =9/106), before and after.
(= .e. Only our LORD ALLAH w ll ult mately Judge, n the Hereafter, between th s most spec f c Nat on:
(Then) with

"The G ants" (="AlRoum") and that "lead ng Assaulter" and those "Perpetrators" (="19" n total there n aga n)
of th s utterly abom nable horrendous Attack above, w th regard to ts "before and after," there n,
because only HE knowsbest what was n the r m nds and hearts prev ously and at the t me of th s utterly abom nable
horrendous Attack there n, and also w th regard to that totally unjust f able some "allout War" att tudes, and
consequent "clash of c v l zat ons" that unfortunately and sadly occurred n ts aftermath.
Because Our LORD ALLAH has granted absolute "freew ll" to all of HIS Human Servants here,
so that w thout any man pulat on or ntervent on from Above,
we can freely choose to do Good, or we can freely choose to do Ev l (=18/110 & 41/46);
and eventually, HE w ll absolutely Judge among all of HIS Human Servants
by HIS "AbsoluteDecision" above (=in Arabic: "AlAmr" therein again =9/106),
and may thus forg ve and reward the Ones n whose hearts was/ s S ncer ty and Integr ty and thereby
who have done GoodDeeds,
n such a Most Benevolent and Generous Manner there n (=QURAN TESTAMENT 4/114 = 6/160 & 40/17, 40 & ........),
and w ll thus requ te the Ones n whose hearts was/ s hypocr sy and corrupt on and thereby
who have done Ev lDeeds,
n such a Most Fa r and Equ table Manner there n (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/205206 = 6/160 & 40/17, 40 & ........).
So, our sole respons b l ty, as truthful bel evers n ALLAH and
n HIS most Superb and matchless Word (=QURAN

TESTAMENT) here,

s to absolutely condemn all such utterly abom nable horrendous Attacks above (=2/204205206),
and also all such totally unjust f able some "allout War" att tudes thereafter (=58/9 & .....);

and always absolutely approve and support all such wonderful Act ons of Benef cence, Helpfulness, Conc l at on,
Freedom and Peace
between all C v l zat ons and among all Human ty, Worldw de, always and forever (=2/177 & 4/114 & 49/13 & 58/9 & .........).
and on that "Day" (= .e. a spec f c reference to th s Last / Th rd "Day" (="M lenn um":
because One "Day" s equal to One "Thousand Years" n the S ght of our Lord ALLAH =22/47)
(= .e. thereby thus start ng n the year: "2001" ............ end ng n the year: "3000")
the believers will be rejoicing,
5 with the "Help/Salvation" (="Nasr") of ALLAH; (for)

HE grants "Help/Salvation"
to whomever wishes (to attain it, by rightfully doing themselves this (="Nasr" in the Cause of ALLAH) here,
in the first place: 47/7),
for HE is thus especially, due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables
here now: 29/47

The NOBLE,

thus especially, due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables
here now: 29/49

The BENEVOLENT.

====================
* Please, absolutely note that
those "S gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left s de" above (=29/47), and those "S gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the r ght s de"
above (=29/49), are thus d rectly related to the "Rem nder" (="Dh kra") there n, f rst of all (=29/47 = 29/49 = 29/"51"),
and "19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" of/ n QURAN TESTAMENT s that "Rem nder" (="Dh kra")
here (=74/2630, "31"), from the very beg nn ng!
=====================

6 (This is) the Promise of ALLAH (=i.e. that "Nasr" = "Help/Salvation" unto all of those
believing and peaceful Humans, in/among all of the Nations on Earth, in this Final Age, above,
forever, here again: 40/51 = 4/114 & ......),
and

ALLAH never breaks HIS Promise, but many of the People (still) do not know.

7 (Because) they only know the outsideappearance of the Worldly life; and regarding the Hereafter,
they are (still) totally unaware/indifferent. (=10/78)

QURAN TESTAMENT 30/234567
==================

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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Quote from: LastDay3 on Yesterday at 02:48:43 AM

==================
QURAN TESTAMENT,
Chapter No. 30,
Verse No. 1234
VVVV
1 Alif, Lam, Mim.
2 "The Giants" (="AlRoum": a specific reference to that most prominent Nation
with regard to its economic & military & scientific & technological etc. capabilities on Earth, in the beginning of
this Final Age now) have been defeated,
3 In a "lower/lowest" part (="adna") of the Land (=i.e. "lower" Manhattan wherein the "Twin Towers"
were located within its "lower/lowest" region therein).
But after their defeat, they will (rise to defend themselves and) defeat (the assaulters).
4 In a "few years" (="bidi sineen").

==========
So, exactly just within "ten years" after September 11, 2001,
as clearly and unmistakably predicted in this above Verse,
that "leading Assaulter" has been defeated by this specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum")
in that particular territory above, exactly on May 1, 2011 therein thus:
in return for
the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein:

=

the defeat of
the "leading Assaulter"
therein:

Month

Day

Year

Year

Day

Month

9

11

2001

2011

1

5

>

>

>

<

<

<

19 19
X

X...

=

19

X...

*Please, absolutely note that
this most specific "Defeat" which is strongly emphasized in this above Verses: 34,
has thus clearly and unmistakably been indicated by our LORD

ALLAH

in figurative sense
by that double (=

19

X

19

X...) on the left side over that single (=

19

X...) on the right side

in this most specific respect, above.

Salaam/Peace again to All,
due to the Fact that
at the time of the defeat of this "leading Assaulter" by that specific Nation: "The Giants" (="AlRoum")
in that particular territory above,

it was exactly May 1, 2011 in that Sovereign Country (=U.........) of that specific Nation above,
but at the same time it was already May 2, 2011 in that Sovereign Country (=P.........) of this specific "leading Assaulter"
(who was illegally/furtively residing) therein, at that time,
so by taking this most critical and curious Detail into consideration here,
we shall clearly and unmistakably witness it
here again, Finally, also thus:
in return for
the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein:

the defeat of
the "leading Assaulter"
therein:

Month

Day

Year

Year

Day

Month

9

11

2001

2011

1

5

>

>

>

<

<

<

19

=

19

X...

=

X...

or/and
in return for
the collapse of
the "Twin Towers"
therein:

the defeat of
the "leading Assaulter"
therein:
Month

Day

Year

Year

Day

Month

5

2

2011

2001

11

9

>

>

>

<

<

<

19

=

X...

*Please, absolutely note that
this most specific "Defeat" which is strongly emphasized in this above Verses: 34,
has thus clearly and unmistakably been indicated by our LORD

ALLAH

(here now)
again in figurative sense

19 19

by that double (=

X

X...) for/in that first Case above

(where n the exact Date (="May 1, 2011") n that Sovere gn Country (=U.........) of that spec f c Nat on: The G ants (=AlRoum)
has "exclus vely" been taken nto account there n),

19

over that single (=

X...) for/in that second Case above,

(where n the exact Date (="May 2, 2011") n that Sovere gn Country (=P.........) of that spec f c lead ng Assaulter,
(who was llegally/furt vely res d ng there n), at that t me,
has "exclus vely" been taken nto account there n),
in this most specific respect, above.

So, is not our LORD

ALLAH Absolutely AllKnowing, AllAware

of all past and present and future events, even long before they would actually take place,
by HIS Superb Knowledge that is absolutely unfathomable by us, from the very Beginning,
again here:
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 20/110 = 31/34 = 30/234

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
And he who came with The TRUTH,
and those who verifieditasTRUE,
they are the Righteous. =39/33, ....
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